
Widths of 12m-30m+ with unlimited lengths & custom heights.
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Maximise Clearance

Phone 0800 428 453 or visit www.alpinebuildings.co.nz for more information
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Alpine hangars are designed to protect the investment you have
made in your aircraft. If you are looking for a hangar with maximum
width & clearance, Alpine’s robust structures & uncluttered birdproof
clearspans will keep your aircraft well protected.

The Alpine emphasis on strength and simplicity makes our hangars
ideal for most applications, including for personal aircraft storage or
rental sites at airports. Whether it’s for your farm or for a commercial
operation, Alpine can supply a custom designed hangar to suit your
requirements.

For a free personalised quote, contact Alpine today.



The benefits of an Alpine hangar will give you many reasons to appreciate the investment
you make:

ü All of Alpine’s buildings are designed for your site specific wind and snow loadings,
ensuring you of a long-lasting investment.

ü Many extra features such as closure flashing, canopies and clearlighting can be
included in your Alpine hangar.

ü Most types of popular hangar doors can be coupled with an Alpine hangar;
although most of our clients prefer to deal direct with a specialised door company
to source these.

ü Standard widths are 12m, 15m, 18m & 30m, but with unlimited lengths, custom
heights, & clearspan widths from 12m to 30m+, Alpine hangars will accommodate
most non-commercial aircraft.

The clear & uncluttered Alpine designs will maximise the interior space of your hangar.
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The Alpine range is designed and engineered to your specific location.
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Simple, Strong & …

… Fast to Install

Phone 0800 428 453 or visit www.alpinebuildings.co.nz for more information



The strong birdproof rafters have purlin cleats that are already welded on.
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Personal Aircraft Storage

Easy to install, with time frames to get your business up and running quicker.
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Airfield Rentals

Timber purlins & girts minimises condensation and interior noise.
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Maintenance Hangars
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The simple clearspan design helps to optimise storage space.
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Maximise Storage Space

Call our team of experts on 0800 428 453 today to see how we can help you

Custom designed for the wind and snow loadings at your site.
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Minimise Clutter


